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A reliable shape at a great price PlancheMag

At just 1290 euro including the fin, the BIC Techno Pro 74 is an excellent deal in order 

to have some great windsurfing in light to medium winds. As long as you put a good 

carbon fin in the board, this board could line up on a race course without problem.

Strong points : price, stability, control, performances overpowered, gybe quality,  

fin delivered. 

 

Top speed PlancheMag

The Techno Pro 57 is a pure Bump & Jump board, perfect for the rider looking for a 

board that can use sails from 4.5m² to 6.5m². The board allows you to sail very fast 

while still giving you enough control to go sailing in the waves (if you put a wave fin  

in the board). A very easy board not restricted to the elite…

Strong points : planing, upwind/speed, easy gybes, keeping on the plane, price.

 

A good all rounder PlancheMag

For the more experienced riders who look to push the Techno 133 in light to medium 

winds, this BIC replies with a good reaching speed and control. The board can be 

boosted further with a more reactive and straight fin. You can even line up on the  

start line of a long distance race with an 8m², no problem.

Strong points : Accessibility, keeping on the plane, price, general performance, 

upwind/speed. 

 

An excellent quality to price ratio Wind

Durable, easy to master and quite fast, this is an excellent board for the intermediate 

funboarder or those who want to simply have fun without blowing the budget.

Strong points : quality to price ratio, durability, getting onto the plane, upwind speed.
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